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Abstract 
Multiple causes of continuously occurring power outages in Yazd Province of Iran have been 

experienced in recent years. This research studies how key stakeholders have perceived the results of the 

strategic decisions taken by directors of HEPP to diminish the power shortages and to even increase 

power supply to a limit of exporting power to other neighboring provinces. How could HEPP emerge 

from an organization in the edge of bankruptcy to an organization that can surpass all expectations and 

won over their competitors? HEPP’s strategic decisions followed implications of several models and 

finally a strategic plan on the bases of the Bryson model was selected and practically applied to achieve 

their final expected results. The literature review in this study describes selected models as well as the 

Bryson model set up and structure. This study portrays a demonstration and an evaluation of various 

strategic plan management models used in Iranian organization in particular HEPP.  The researcher 

designed several questionnaires and forwarded them to HEPP’s administrators, employees and other 

stakeholders in three groups. Additional phone interviews were conducted and the quantitative as well as 

qualitative data collected was evaluated and displayed in tables and figures in this study.  

Data analysis demonstrates a few shortcomings, weaknesses and strengths that are discussed in detail 

and conclusive proposals are presented through the conclusion section in enhancement of HEPP’s 

services to the advantages of stakeholders and employees of HEPP with a complete consideration for 

HEPP’s well being and awareness of its competitors. Although this study is limited in scope it highlights 

what needs to be done in HEPP or similar hydro electric organizations in Iran, and it can act as a 

stepping stone for further research and analysis of hydro electrical demand and supply issues in Yazd 

region of Iran. 
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1. Introduction 
Strategic planning is a very important component for every organization, in both developed and 

developing countries. It is the means by which organizations can achieve their objectives. Strategic 

planning is a series of actions that shows the nature of strategy and helps to make decisions about 

resource allocation to get the organization’s goals in line with its strategy. Resources include both 

financial and human resources. This paper will refer to advantages and disadvantages of strategic 

planning, and since there are lots of techniques and models which are being used in strategic planning, 

this paper will explain three widely used models in Iranian Organizations such as Portfolio model, 

Porter’s model and SWOT analysis model and then follows on focusing on Bryson model which was 

selected by the organization under study in Iran. 

    

1.1. Thesis Significance 
Through a series of questionnaires with key stakeholders this study explores perceptions of the 

effectiveness of strategic planning activities undertaken at one major hydro-electric power plant 

organization in Iran. The results of this study will contribute to knowledge about the effectiveness of 

current strategic planning in the field. 

   

1.2. Thesis objectives  
Although a question based project, yet this study follows a paralleled case study similar to Bryson model 

following, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and challenges, barriers, costs and benefits of strategic 

planning. Using this model as basis, this study aims to explore mission, values and vision of the 

organization selected by the board of directors of HEPP.       

   

1.3. Research Question 
Considering a case study approach, this research is investigating strategic planning in the Hydro 

Electrical Power Plant Distribution Company “HEPP” in Yazd province of Iran. The research aims to 

answer “Which models were used in the company to formulate a strategic planning”? In the opinion of 

stakeholders how successful were the models used?  In the opinion of researcher which model will be 
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more suitable to be used at this organization and why? Based on the selected model, how successful was 

the planning? And at the end what are the suggested strategic planning for the HEPP in the opinion of 

researcher? This study shows implications of Bryson model in strategic decisions taken in hydro electric 

organization to reduce the used power by the public and to preserve sufficient hydro power in order to 

supply electrical power during the hours which are mostly needed. Considering such initiatives by the 

HEPP, how successful did the project turn out and why was the project discontinued? 

 

2. Literature Review  
2.1. Strategic planning overview  
The term planning can be defined as assigning the purpose, finding and making the way to reach the 

purpose, deciding what is to be done and epitomizing and designing desirable situation in the future and 

finding the ways to gain the main objective. In other words before starting to take any action or starting 

the implementation phase, the most important thing is planning. Nowadays organizations are designed in 

a way that they cannot survive without suitable planning systems. Effective planning takes to account 

awareness of future opportunities and threats and the skills that help to take advantage of opportunities 

and move against threats. Most authors argue that planning is an inalienable component for every 

organization.  

  

J, B, Olsen et al (1982, p: 54) states that: “Strategic planning is a Systematic and organized striving 

towards adaption of right decisions which determines the nature of organization? What it is for? And 

why it is doing particular activity?” Strategic planning at its best requires the gathering of massive 

information, rummaging for different alternatives and it emphasizes on the future results of the decisions 

which are being adopted today. 

  

Although people think that strategic planning and long term planning have the same meaning, they are 

totally different. In fact long term planning involves a simple prediction of the routines in the 

organizations whereas strategic planning describes the future for organizations by examination of 

current and future evolutions. The main focus of long term planning is on identifying the goals and 

converting them to the current routines and budgets. By comparison strategic planning focuses more on 

the direction of the actions and helps the organizations to react properly in different critical situations. 
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Davarye et All (2001, p.15) emphasizes that, “Although Strategic planning considers all aspects of the 

futures, still contains elements of ambiguity”. Since strategic planning is forward-looking and 

emphasizes the main goals of the organization with the intention to lead the organization in favorable 

direction. “It is more concerned about recognition and dissolution of disagreements and conflicts in 

order to achieve the common objective of the organization” J, M, Bryson (2001, P.86). Igor Ansof 

(1975, P: 113) explains that: “during strategic planning the internal and external environment should be 

taken into consideration and action should be taken according to weaknesses, and strengths of the 

internal environment and opportunities and threats of the external environment”. 

   
Most large Iranian “HEPP” organizations also engage in Broad Planning which is a form of long term 

planning for different cities and zones by considering their facilities and development factors. If the 

organization which is responsible for broad planning is involved with governmental decisions, the result 

of strategic planning is not very different from broad planning. However they differ in one main respect: 

“The focus of strategic planning is on the organization and the main focus of the broad planning is on 

the society. When strategic decisions are taken for societal issues since they emphasize more on 

strengths and weaknesses and threats and opportunities, it is possible that they come to the same result, 

however this does not mean that they are the same ” R, L, Ackoff (1970, P:78)  Armstrong (1982), cited 

by Chet Miller (1994, P:33) argued that: “an explicit planning process rather than haphazard guesswork 

results in the collection and interpretation of data critical to creating and marinating organization 

environment alignment” and Ansoff (1991 P:243),  cited by Chet Miller (1994, P:76) states that: 

“Planning generally produces better alignment and financial results than does trial-and-error learning.”   
 

2.2. Advantages of strategic planning  
Strategic planning allows the organization to make its future in an innovative and creative. In this 

observation organization has creativity in action and the future of the organization is under the control of 

it’s creative activities. The most important benefit that organization obtains from the strategic planning 

is that it can identify the strategic issues and find the directions which help the organizations to achieve 

their goals. The advantages of strategic planning could be listed as,          “ Increase of communication 

between the employees, increase of commitment amongst the managers and employees, creation of 

staff’s power and stock purchasing opportunity, allowance for opportunity recognition and their 
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applicable use,  offer of coordination and activity control, and minimizing the impact of undesirable 

situations and unfavorable changes.” (Extracted form G,Greenly (1986, P:34), R, Robinson (1982, P:28) 

and Davary et al (2001, P: 96). In addition strategic planning also provides the following advantages:  

 Support of decisions that aid in predicted and long term goals achievement. 

 Providence of resources allocations to more effectively explored opportunities. 

 Representing the principals in identifying each member’s responsibilities. 

 Providence of the possibility for management system of the organization to be organized and 

formalized. 

 Strengthening the teamwork and emphasizing on it’s advantages.  

 Specification of the values and interests which are not in the same direction, evaluate their basic 

concepts and reconciles them.  

 

2.3. Disadvantages of strategic planning: 
Although the strategic planning process can have effective results, if the strategists make mistakes in 

determining weakness, strengths, opportunities and threats facing the organization,  the chosen direction 

for the organization may be wrong and may causes unexpected results. These kinds of results can place 

the organization on the board to dissolution. A misunderstanding of important strategic parameters can 

present a number of challenges. Some of these problems are: 

 Lack of information about current situation of the organization. 
 Self temptation of high rank managers about the organization’s situation and its external 

activities in project environment. 
 The concern of high rank managers about their position in the organization. 

stability in commercial low. 

g  the p very vital for organization and it is the way by which an organization can deal 

objectives; it can be argued that in planning phase 

rategic planners deal with uncertain components. In other word since the market and organization 

 Organization’s historical successes which cause the manager follow the previous strategies and 

don’t think about changes in the external environment. 
 Economic instability in the market and existence of over fluctuation in the supply and demand 

market. 
 In

 

lanning is Althou h

with challenges and help organization to achieve its 

st
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environment is not stable they have to predict and the prediction is never certain when things may 

change at any time. As Mintzberg et al (1998, P: 143) refer to this point clearly when critiquing planning 

school: “Organization must deal with uncertainty and that is therefore dangerous for them”. In 

supporting these arguments, it could be referred to the conclusion that Chet Miller achieved after doing a 

lot of research. He states that “Given that the future parameters of even relatively stable industries are 

difficult to predict”. Chet Miller, (1994, P:98). 

 

2.4. Aspects of the strategic planning:  

2.4.1. Identification of long term goals and objectives:  

hese are the long term goal or the final perspective that organization strives to obtain. Normally these 

e essential for organization’s success. In the 

 strategies are formulated and identified. The 

rganizational objectives. Stake-holders 

r affected or can affect the achievements of objectives. G, Johnson et 

stake holders in the organization and they could be share holders as 

stry and its environment. In 

y’s environment and identify the key factors managers 

are of its changes. According to Johnson et al (2005, 

T

objectives are quantified. Most authors argue that they ar

other words they are principles on which the organization’s

long term goals are usually assigned by high ranking managers. 

  

2.4.2. Analysis of beneficiaries: 

 A beneficiary is someone who benefits from achievement of o

are people or groups who are eithe

al (2005, P: 55) describes them as 

well. Analysis of the beneficiaries is the preface of the codify the strategies. “If an organization does not 

determine who its stakeholders are, what are their criteria to judge the organization and how the 

organization takes this criteria into consideration, the propensity to take the right action to satisfy its 

stakeholders may be substantially reduced” G, Johnson et al (2005, P:55)   
  

2.4.3. Identifying the industry’s environment: 

One important step in strategic planning is the identification of the indu

order to obtain a clear understanding of industr

need to review the external environment and be aw

P:69) the main factor which should be taken into consideration in strategic planning is the Strategic 

group: “Strategic group are organizations within an industry with similar strategic characteristics, 

following similar strategies or competing on similar bases.” For any strategic decision-making body, the 
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strategic group is the most important factor and shows how the organization’s competitors are doing and 

helps the company remain competitive in the market. 

  

2.4.4. Formulation of the mission statement: 

In Iranian organizations a mission statement is a document that identifies and differentiates similar 

nforms employees and stakeholders about the overall 

 the view or outlook that defines the future for the organization 

ies. Johnson et al (2005, P: 67) 

trategic planning involves analyzing the internal and external 

mulation of the strategy: 

 and evaluation of internal and external resources, the organization’s strategy can 

t al(2003, P:99) and Amirkabiri. A (2002, P: 97) and Fard D. Ar 

nation of strategic planning models:  
trategic planning has been examined by different scholars and a number of models have been 

 application of strategic Planning are as 

organizations missions. A Mission statement “i

purposes of the organization.” Johnson et al (2005, P:16) This document clarifies what the organization 

is doing and why. In order to better develop it, mission statement information is extracted from 

stakeholders’ long term goals and external environment.  

  

2.4.5. Vision statement 

A vision formulates and describes

according to its key strateg

  

2.4.6. Analysis of internal and external resources:  

One of the most important activities in s

resources. 

  

2.4.7. For

Based on the analysis

be designed. According to B, Queen e

(2004, P: 56). 

 

2.5. Exami
S

formulated. The most important models that can be used in

follows: 
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2.5.1. Philips model: 

odel is the direct extraction of the strategy from the goal. Hence long 

sorted in order of importance then appropriate strategy should be formulated to 

his model considers the effect of the organization’s out-put on stakeholder satisfaction. Consequently 

d their criteria of judgment about the organization’s operation, should be 

ost of the Iranian organizations trust this model; this is a more efficient & widely used model in 

phasizes on the competitive situation of organization, exit and 

ry  

 Threat of substitutes to the industry’s product or services 

stry  

 

odel, an organization in competitive 

situ an take three strategies:  

 The clear characteristic of this m

term goals should be 

achieve these goals. Rajaie (2000, P: 67)    

 

2.5.2. Freeman model:  

T

first the stakeholders an

clarified. Then for any action a specific strategy needs to be formulated.” This model is based on 

keeping the stakeholders satisfied.” Narimany, (2000, P: 101) 

 

2.5.3. The Porter’s competitive model: 

 As m

formulation of the strategy. This model em

entry of rivals in the market as well as interrelation of stakeholders. Since diversity of the competitor’s 

productions, their market shares and their flexibility in production has a great impact on conquering the 

market, having an effective strategy, requires that managers have clear understanding of competitive 

forces and react with them in suitable ways. According to this model the main components that 

organizations are influenced by them are as below. Porter describes as a frame work comprising five 

forces. Johnson et al (2005, P: 112).  
 

 “ Threat of entry into an indust

 The power of supplier into the indu

 The power of buyers of the industry’s products or services

 

Davary et al (2001, P: 167) states that “According to Porter’s m

ation c
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a)“Differentiation strategy”: 

 has the same meaning as “core values” in management literatures Johnson et al (2005, P: 

als that lead a strategy of an organization to be differentiated from other 

ng in cost reduction strategy”: 

ts 

s to help organizations to remain effective in comparison 

 strategy”: 

ifferentiation strategy and the cost reduction strategy is exercised in a specific area 

s unit.   

lthough the Porter’s model is still being used but as Downes (1998, P:150) mentions, this model does 

zation, globalization and deregulation. These factors are very 

o model: 

is model strategy is defined based on an assessment of the operation of each of the strategic 

 to different parameters including projected future profits. In this analysis 

 Porter’s term

180) which underlies the princip

competitors.  

  

b)“Trailblazi

 Identifying the cost models and cost reduction methods while keeping the high quality of produc

constant, is one of the most important strategie

with competitors. 

  

c) “Concentration

 In this strategy, the d

of an organization like a busines

 

2.5.3.1. Critiques of Porter’s model 

A

not consider the factors like digitali

effective and vital for each organization. He mentions the information technology as an example which 

is not considered in Porter’s model. Shapiro and Varian in their book “Information Rules” state that 

economical low factors are not referred in this model. Michael E. also mentions: “five forces model, is 

based on microeconomics. It just describes them in a more understandable way. Porter talks about the 

attractiveness of an industry that is influenced by the shape of five forces. In economics, the 

constellation of factors determines issues like profit maximization or supernormal profits.” Downes 

(1998, P:99).  

        

 2.5.4. Portfoli

 In th

business units according

process each business unit is defined and sorted by stated parameters like profitability, growth and 

comparative competitive situation. Through evaluation of each one the advantages and disadvantages 

the strategy is determined.  Bryson (2001, P: 99)  
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2.5.4.1. Critiques of the portfolio model:  

odel considers a lot of parameters, it is not fully used in marketing field. 

se of portfolio odels in marketing and purchasing has been 

imensions. One shows the effect of market changes in each product and the other 

aid of this matrix it can be decided that should 

ided for the sake of   business units comparison and has two dimensions, 

 growth rate. The main concern is resource allocation and 

eral Electric s designed another analysis of Portfolio matrix which helps the manager in 

stry Effectiveness and strength points. In other word each 

 Although the Portfolio m

Ellram, L.M et al (1997, P:87) state:“ The u  m

limited”. On one hand this model may have the effect of increasing manager’s level of strategic 

awareness and on the other, according to the matrix provided in this model, managers can contribute 

worthwhile information to predict competitor’s capability and their actions and reactions in the market. 

The most important matrixes which are being used in this model are:  

  

a) Market growth and market share matrix: 

 This matrix has two d

dimension shows the market share of product. With the 

an organization continue its activities or the new activities should be planned. 

  

b) Boston Consulting Group matrix: 

 This matrix is prov

comparative market share and market

organization’s cash flow. By determination the contribution of each business unit of organization in the 

matrix, the proper strategy for each unit can be defined.  

        

c) The General Electric Portfolio matrix: 

 Gen ha

formulation of strategy which is based on Indu

of business units are examined in tow dimensions, Industrial Effectiveness and strength points and the 

situation of each one would be defined for each business unit. For instance Industrial Effectiveness can 

be defined by the number of competitors, growth rate and weakness points of competitors and the 

strength points of the company can be defined by the factors like financial stability, financial 

transactions and company’s technology. Rajaie. A, (2000, P:27) 
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2.5.5. Examination of critical issues in General Electric Portfolio matrix: According to 

Rajaie. A (2000, P:66), In this process the strategy is formulated according to The responses of the 

questions bellow: 

 “What are the mission and objectives of the organization?” 

 “What is the direction of the organization right now?” 

 “What are the characteristics of the organization’s surrounding environment?” 

 “What needs to be done achieve organization’s goals?” 

  

2.5.6. Examination of SWOT analysis: 
 One of the most commonly used models in strategic planning is SWOT analysis. “In this model the 

strength, weaknesses in the organization and threats and opportunities of external environment is 

examined and by a proper strategy, the strength point is amplified and the weakness points is removed, 

which helps company to take advantage of opportunities and control of threats ”Rajaie. A (2005, P:66).  

Johnson (2005, P:16) defines the SWOT analysis as: “SWOT summarizes the key issues from the 

business environment and the strategic capability of an organization that are most likely to impact on 

strategy development.” He also adds that “This can also be used as basis against which to generate 

strategic options and assess future courses of action.” 

  

2.5.6.1. Critiques of SWOT analysis as a strategic planning tool: 

This research is more focused on SWOT analysis which is being used in Iranian companies more than 

other models, to define the strategy of an organization as well as strategic planning process. According 

to Mekaeva lecture notes “the essence of Strategy is opportunity divided by capacity” he also mentions: 

“An opportunity by itself has no real value unless a company has the capacity (resources) to take 

advantage of that opportunity. Weaknesses in other resource areas can prevent a strategy from being 

successful.” from his point of view there are some criticisms about SWOT analysis: 

 It generates lengthy lists. 

 It uses no weights to reflect priorities. 

 It uses ambiguous words and phrases. 

 The same factor can be placed in two categories (e.g., strength may also be a weakness). 

 According to capability mode PP7 Matrixes  

 “There is no obligation to verify opinions with data or analysis”. 
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 It only requires a single level of analysis. 

 There is no logical link to strategy implementation.  

Spencer (2007,P: 90), mentions that “once strategy of organization is clear the SWOT analysis is a tool 

of strategic planning.” By identifying current weaknesses and threats, a company will be able to identify 

changes that need to be made to improve and protect the value of its current operations.”He also 

criticizes the SWOT analysis. He explains that: “SWOT analysis has two clear weaknesses. Firstly, 

using SWOT may tend to persuade “companies to write lists of Pros and Cons, rather than think about 

what needs to be done to achieve objectives. Secondly, there is the risk that the resulting lists will be 

used uncritically and without clear prioritization. For example, weak opportunities may appear to 

balance strong threats.”  
  

Although nowadays SWOT analysis is being known by Iranian companies sometimes they forget the 

important point which is keeping SWOT analysis information up to date as Adam.J.Koch (1999, P:56) 

emphasizes on this point,” To produce fully reliable results, however, SWOT analysis must be flexible 

and inventory updates made frequently (Balamuralikrishna et al 1998, P:214).”  

 

2.5.7. Performance improvement programming (PIP): 
This system considers the organizational, operational and social variables and makes changes in 

organizational structure and human recourses. This system first of all clarifies the problems and analyzes 

them and tries to find the causes of challenges, then preventive forces and encouraging forces are 

defined to help the organization to improve its performance by implementation of the right strategy. This 

system is in touch with whole organization and is based on communication and consultation between 

managers. Davary et al (2002, P:111) , Fard Ar (2003, P:56) and Bryson (2001, P:99). 

 

2.5.8. SPACE model:  

In this model first the organization’s capability is being compared with other competitors and with 

exercise of vulnerability canalization matrix each of weakness, strength, environmental opportunity and 

threats are clarified as well as their impacts on organization success. Considering two factors of 

effectiveness and organization capabilities, each component is examined and the company’s situation is 

drown then according to all information proper strategy for whole company is defined.  Nimrooz. A 

(1998, P: 101).   
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2.6. Models used in Iranian organizations:  
2.6.1. SWOT analysis: This model is been used in formulation of strategy and strategic planning in 

Abgineh company in Iran. In this model first the mission and long term goals are identified and 

considering them the internal and external factors and their impacts on the company are identified and 

examined. Ultimately the company’s strategies are sorted. For instance the new product development 

strategy, marketing strategy, attraction of new technology strategy, market development strategy, 

improvement of human resources strategy and motivation strategy. Rajaie,(2000, P:66)  

  

2.6.2. Performance Improvement Programming:  

 Among different models which exit for strategic planning Performance Improvement Programming 

(PIP) is being used in some companies. For instance among successful examples of this system in 

strategic planning, Shahid Ghandi Telephone Cable Company can be named. In this company with aid 

of PIP model kind of involvement sense between employees is created consequently everybody has the 

responsibility for the company and they try to find common problems. In a way that all employees try to 

solve the problems. This model tries to work on culture of people”. Serajolghom,(1995, P:121) 

 

 2.6.3. BCG matrix was used in strategic planning for Mehr Abad industrial company in Iran. In this 

research, first the historical back ground and the challenges of the company was taken into consideration 

and the past productive performance of the Mehr Abad company was analyzed in order to examine the 

alignment of productivity and rate of demand in the market. This statistics note the situation of 

manager’s decision making in the past and clarify that how much these decisions were in line with the 

demand of customers and market. Considering the corporate value, production and industrial context of 

the company, the mission and goal of company were defined. Then the strategic business units were 

defined as a result current and potential production were sorted. In other words in order to more 

recognize the internal and external situation and formulate exact and appropriate strategy when each 

product were examined as an incomparable or unique component. The external environment and its 

positive and negative impacts on the each strategic output was examined and resultant outcome for the 

past five years and next five years are defined. The same thing has been done for internal components in 

the Mehr Abad Company and ultimately these factors are examined in comparison with competitors. 
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Bidokhty (1995, P: 113). BCG matrix has also been used for strategic planning in the Kaveh industrial 

company for formulation of best strategy for its business department. Narimany, (2000, P: 265)       

 

2.6.4.   The SPACE MODEL has been used for Arak Automobile Company. With the usage of Space 

matrix the company’s situation is determined and the proper strategy is defined, in the implementation 

phase of strategy the human resource situation is been taken into consideration and by comparing 

demand and supply the best operational ways is decided. Nimrooz (1998, P: 101)  

 

2.7. The Bryson Model Selection and applications by HEPP: 

The model which was adapted to formulate Strategic Planning for the HEPP of Yazd was based on 

Bryson model. Bryson model is a comprehensive model which is designed according to situation of 

organizations, service and public companies. This model was approved by the board of the senior 

managers of the organization.   

This model is based on The Bryson model for some main reasons: 

 The main goal of this model is to create the most adaptability between environment and 

organization considering its weakness and strength and threats and opportunities.  

 Process of this model not only emphasizes on economical factors but also considers key 

stakeholder’s requirements, and picks the effectual and instrumental strategy for the 

organization. 

 There is appraisal and observation, after each step of the model. 

 This model is designed for service companies and has harmony with the functional situation of 

HEPP. 

 

Although this model is chosen for Strategic Planning in the organization, in each step of the model, 

different models like Freeman model and Porter model are suggested to be used in order to achieve a 

productive result. In this model first long term goals and objectives of organization, identification of 

stakeholders as well as external environment of organization is being considered, then  organization’s 

mission and vision is prepared, then with the usage of SWOT analysis internal, external and competitive 

factors are analyzed. Considering all results which are extracted from SWOT analysis, reviewing all 

strategic contributed factors on the organization and organization’s mission and vision, Strategy of the 

organization is defined and operational programs for the implementation of strategy is formulated.  
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2.8. In the following section the different steps of the formulated model are 

explained.  
2.8.1. Preparation of mission and vision statement: 

Preparation of mission and vision statement in the defined time is one of the primal instances in 

Strategic Planning. In order to prepare the mission and vision statement the organization should be 

observed holistic to identify affective factors on the organization. 

The mission and vision statement not only should respect the existent limitation, but motivate the 

employees and managers of the company to move in line with the strategy of the organization.  

  

2.8.2. Identification of long term goals:  

The long term goals are those quantitative objectives which are vital to organization’s success. These 

goals are assigned by top managers. In this presented model long term goals are sorted in five levels. 

 Long term goals considering the society. 

 Long term goals considering the stake holders and customers’ satisfaction. 

 Competitive long term goals. 

 Internal operation long term goals. 

 Well fare and employee improvement long term goals.                                                                                     

According to this assortment, a questionnaire is provided which is attached in the appendix 1. The 

questionnaire is responded by the members of executive committee of the HEPP of Yazd, comprised 

with strategic managers. 

 

2.8.3. Stake holder analysis:   

By focus on Freeman model (which is being used in stake holder’s analysis) in the designed model, A 

questionnaire is provided for internal and external stake holders which is attached in appendix 2. This 

questionnaire is based on identification of internal and external stake holders, evaluation of importance 

of each one, identification of their criteria for assessment of organization’s operation, examination of 

their proportional importance, identification of the level of impact of internal stakeholders function on 

the course of organization’s function as well as identification of the organization’s impact on stake 

holders.  
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2.8.4. External environment analysis and organization’s guidelines identification:  

Every organization is located in a larger environment and as a unit of the larger environment; it is 

supposed to respect the obliged formal and informal rules and disciplines. In order to clarify the 

definition and characteristic of formal and informal guidelines which is imposed by external 

environment on the organization three result should be taken into consideration:   

 

 Collection of formal and informal mandates that organization face with. 

 Clarify of the necessity elements which are not affected by these rules. 

 Distinguish of the non-obligatory functional barriers and limitations.  

 

Concerning the significance of the discussed issue, the mandate from Power Ministry, Regional 

Electricity Department and the government policies which organization is influenced by them should be 

identified and taken into consideration in strategy formulation. After assessment all of these factors top 

managers committee prepare the mission and vision statement of organization for the next five years. In 

the mission and vision statement long term goals and the future pattern of the organization is visualized. 

  

2.8.5. SWAT analysis:                                                                                                                        

In this analysis organization’s weakness, strength as well as external threats and opportunities is 

examined and by adopting a proper strategy, the strengths of organization are reinforced and weaknesses 

are redacted and allow the organization to use its opportunity and take the threats under the control of 

the organization. 

 

2.8.6. Identification and analysis of organization’s weaknesses and strengths:                    

In the designed model the factors and resources by which the strength and weakness of organization is 

assessed, are sorted in nine categories which is extracted from a questionnaire from organization’s 

experts and managers. Assessed factors are as follow: 
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a) Strategic factors:  

Transparency of short term and long term goals, measurability of short term goals, flexibility of 

organization’s structure, organization’s reputation, communication between managers for solving 

strategic challenges and employee’s belief on significance of Strategic Management. 

 

b) Marketing factors: 

 Usage of marketing research, costumer’s satisfaction of organization’s services, pricing methods of 

organization’s services and products, possessing the competitive level among the competitors and 

organization’s supplementary services and adoption of new methods to distribute productions and 

services.  

 

c) Human resources factors:  

Employee’s motivation, employee’s point of view toward organization’s operation, employee’s 

innovation in their function, existence of friendly atmosphere and free interrelationship between 

organization’s employees, existence of specialization training system for employees, employee’s 

absence and inaction, employee’s readiness to face challenges, employee’s willing corporation in 

organizational decision making and employee’s self controlling in their self activities. 

 

d) Financial factors: 

 Organization’s current budget allocation planning, organization’s financial power, organization’s cost 

control system and existence of proper system to access to services prime cost. 

 

e) Management factors: 

 Accountability and commitment of organization’s managers, manager’s tendency to update their skill-

sets, manager’s belief in participatory management, the delegation of power to each of low level 

managers, manager’s belief in planning and strategic analysis, manager’s capability in formulation of 

operational planning, entente among administration and employees and diffusion of morality by 

organization’s management. 
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f) Operation and production factors:  

Reliance on suppliers, standardization of using equipment in distribution of products, working 

technology in distribution network, modern planning system for reparation and preservation of using 

equipment in the organization and identification of destruction and breakage causer in the distribution 

network. 

 

g) Process factors: 

 Possession the ISO 9000 certificate, current process improvement, and documentation of current 

operational process. 

 

h) Systemic factors: 

 employee’s evaluation and progress system, organization’s wages system, organization’s training 

system, organization’s financial system, costumer’s satisfaction measurement system, contractors 

selection and identification system, managers usage of information system in order to make right 

decisions and  updating the content of manager’s data system and organization’s policies.   

 

i) Research and development factors:  

Research and development organs, organization’s research contracts, allocated budget to research and 

developments plans and special research plan to render new services to customers. 

 

2.8.7. Identification and analysis of external threats and opportunities:  

In order to identification of threats and opportunities that can affect the organization’s growth, in this 

model parameters are assessed according to four political, economic, social-geographical and 

technological categories. Upon accomplished assessments, reviewing all studying existing recourses in 

the Electricity Industry, reviewing organization’s executive case histories and finalizing of primal 

questionnaire, several aspects are identified for each factor. These aspects are as below: 

 

a) Political factors: 

 fiscal policy, environmental preservation low, volume of governmental subsidize, non-monopolistic 

low, economical relationship of between Iran and other countries, import and export low in Iran, 

services exchange low, misuse of electricity’s industry low. 
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b) Economical factors:  

Budget allocation to the Power industry, society’s financial potentiality, inequality of earning in 

different regions, Iranian embargo. 

 

c) Social and economical factors:  

Population’s growth rate, village immigration rate, cultural level of society and unemployment rate.  

 

d) Technological factors: 

 Technological change rapidity, accessibility of new technologies, access to specialists in order to 

technological improvement and governmental support to provide relevant budget to improve the 

technology.  

 

While in the analysis of organization’s external environment the competitive factors should be taken into 

consideration, in the analysis of competitive factors the PORTER’s model is used. The main focus of 

this model is on competitive situation and sensibility about entrance and exit of competitors in the 

market. According to this model the main factors which organization is influenced by them are as 

follow: Competitive factors, factors relevant to customers, factors interrelated to substitute products, 

factors connected to suppliers and sales people. According to inspection of the questionnaires, incidental 

factors are identified which are examining in the model. 

 

e)  Competitive factors:  Presence possibility of new competitors in the Power industry according to 

new governmental low, necessity of major investment to inter into Power industry and governmental 

pricing of electricity cost according to prime cost.  

 

f)  Clientele factors: Imposing standard by Power industry‘s client on the organization, the scale of 

Power  industry’s client’s determinativeness on prime cost of delivered products and the importance 

of Power industry in pricing it’s services for costumers. 

 

g) Substitute products factors: New substitute for Power industry, worthwhile using new energy 

sources in the society from the expenditure point of view, to contrive for extension for the usage of 

new energy sources and capability of extension the usage of new energy sources in Yazd Province. 
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h) Suppliers and sale people factors: Providing essential required elements for Power distribution in 

Iran, Providing essential required elements for Power distribution in Yazd province, exclusiveness of 

organization’s suppliers of required essential elements, having domestic and specific technology in the 

distribution units, the influences of purchase from domestic suppliers on the prime cost, the influences 

of purchase from foreign suppliers on the prime cost and distribution organization’s ability to purchase 

up-to-date technology from foreign countries. 

 

2.8.8. Strategy formulation  
For the sake of strategy formulation different committees should take particular and defined activities 

into consideration. These committees are: committee of shunt’s sale process, committee of energy’s sale 

process, exploitation’s process committee and support process committee.  

In these committees, according to long term goals, mission and vision statement is formulated; the 

situation of the organization in the SWOT analysis, long term and operational strategy for the Power 

Organization is formulated 

. 

2.7.8. Assessment of strategies, operational planning and corrective actions: 
Concerning the unpredictable fast changing effectual environment on the HEPP of Yazd, there is need 

for a proper mechanism which examines the periodic changes and updates the formulated plan. The 

accomplished actions in the execution of strategic planning and their realization and progress, needs to 

be monitored and provide to high level managers. For this matter specific mechanism is considering 

which is explained briefly in the next section. 

 

2.8. Literature Review Conclusion 
 From all the literatures about strategic planning definitions and steps as well as consideration of their 

advantages and disadvantages, it is evident that a suitable strategy in an organization should not be 

based on just one or two best models. Since each model has its own advantages and disadvantages, an 

organization should evaluate its situation in the market and try to apply different models in its strategic 

planning system and select the one which suites it best. The following study is based on strategic 

planning in a not for profit organization. Although in the last twenty years private sectors have used 

strategic planning in their company’s operation, now a days “non-profit organizations have realized that 
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the opportunity for success is greatly enhanced by engaging in effective strategic planning”. J, Steven 

Ott 2001 “The nature of not for profit sector” P 128   The Bryson model was selected to best fit a not 

for profit organization such as the organization under study HEPP, and hence the results of this study 

presents the outcome of such strategic planning as interpreted through the Bryson model in this Iranian 

organization.  

 

3. Research Methodology  
3.1. Selection of appropriate research methodology 
The methodology which is used in this research is a descriptive, analytical and operational along with a 

question based case study of the Hydro Electrical Power Plant “HEPP” Distribution Organization of 

Yazd Company in Iran. With the exercises of the question based case study a strategic planning for 

Electrical Power Plant “HEPP” Distribution Organization of Yazd Company in Iran is proposed.The 

chosen studied organization “HEPP” is responsible for distribution, sales and after sales services of 

electrical energy power as well as maintenance and expansion of the system.  

Case study research focuses on obtaining of practical knowledge through research which emphasizes the 

analysis of limited details within individual cases.  Case study aids in examining real-life and real-work 

condition situations. 

 

“Robert K. Yin defines the case study research method as an empirical inquiry that investigates a 

contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and 

context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are used” (Yin, 1984, p. 23). 

  

In this research, individual enabling objectives are investigated and their inter-relations are evaluated to 

achieve a final complementary evaluation of this study. The company under study has recently 

undertaken a strategic planning exercise to moderately cut back on power supply and add additional 

hour of delay in streets and common areas lighting (from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.) as well as an hour of early 

power outage (from 5 a.m. to 4 a.m.) in all common areas of the city under the term “Day Light Saving 

Plan (DLSP)”. This exercise which is a replica of United States President George W. Bush’s plan (With 

a strong rate of success in USA), has widely been promoted and to the request of “HEPP” city of Yazd 

administrators asked their citizens to follow similar lighting usages respectfully at their residences. This 
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plan was set to respectfully save enough hydro power for the dark hours of the night as power shortages 

are often a normal matters in that geographical area.  The “HEPP” had decided to have the power yet 

available at all times, however for those citizens using the power during day light hours, additional 

charges on their daily usages would be estimated and added. Based on researcher observation and 

understanding of the literature and the theory surrounding strategic planning, the exercise undertaken by 

the company did neither appear to be very rigorous nor commonly respected. Therefore this research 

aims at understanding some aspects of the effectiveness of the results of the strategic planning 

undertaken by the company from the perspective of those immediately affected.  

 

Following is a short summary from www.atp.nist.gov/eao/gcr06-891/part-1.htm; ( December 25th 

2008)”Noting that distinguished scholars frequently use case study as a method of analysis, Yin, in his 

landmark book on case studies, asks, “If the case study method has serious weaknesses, why do 

investigators continue to use it?”. Among the possible explanations Yin considers that people are not 

trained in the use of other methods, or, for federally sponsored research, that the difficult clearance 

procedures required for surveys and questionnaires have made their use “a bureaucratically hazardous 

affair”, leading researchers to favor the case study method, which is relatively unencumbered by 

restrictions and requirements. Yin, however, rejects these explanations for the popularity of the case 

study methodology. As evidence, he points out that expert analysts skilled in the use of a variety of 

evaluation methods use the case study method and that “federally sponsored research does not dominate 

the social sciences- certainly not in Europe and other countries”, where the case study method is also 

widely practiced. (www.atp.nist.gov/eao/gcr06-891/part-1.htm; (December 25th 2008) 

 

Although the Case Study method has been chosen as the approach of this research, it certainly faces 

some major issues that most case studies do. Case study method has some advantages as having detailed 

research analysis of a certain issue within an organization, possible proposals of solutions for the 

observed and analyzed issues as well as the benefits of the simplicity in sample and data collections 

more specifically in relations to the HEPP organization. In the mean time, the case study of HEPP is 

facing few disadvantages as not having straight forward answers to most of the questions. Interviewees 

may also have provide either wrong information, wrong answers, or simply paid minimal attention to the 

research questions, in which case the result of this study may completely be wrong.  Since the 

conclusions of this study are based on analysis of the collected data and the responses collected through 
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questionnaires and interviews on this particular case, and since it will not be easy to collect similar 

information and responses from a similar scenario in another hydro electrical organization; therefore the 

accuracy of these findings may not be verified and this study may not be replicated. Amid all the above 

considerations, the researcher hopes to establish the best possible results through this method.  A concise 

summary of advantages and disadvantage of case study is outlined following this section..       

This research is conducted based on three sources of data; 

 

1. Literature review that provides the background knowledge and is used as secondary data. 

2. This research aids in reviewing the specific case and it’s environment while providing a holistic 

view about the company and it’s operation.  It presents an opportunity to the researcher to verify the 

existing documents of company and its policy. 

3. Constructed semi-structured interviews to see the success of the current Strategic Planning in the 

company and designed questionnaire to help the researcher to identify the model used in the 

company and suggests a better Strategic Planning for the company. 

The reason for using multiple sources is to reduce the errors. (Bryman et al, 2003) 

 

3.2. Research Philosophy  
Research philosophy leads to develop knowledge during the research process.(Saunders et al. 2003). 

Since the intention of the researcher is to evaluate and examine the current situation of the company the 

best way of getting a more reliable result is the case using an interpretivist approach. Ann,C.L (1998, 

p.162-180) explains that “Positivist work seeks to identify qualitative data with propositions that can 

then be tested or identified in other cases, while interpretive work seeks to combine those data into 

systems of belief whose manifestations are specific to a case” This approach helps to understand the 

peoples experiences, and view points through exploratory their terminology and symbols. (Saunders et 

al. 2003,12-34).The researcher tries to translate the language of company to Strategic Project 

Management language since the terminology of the company is totally different and stake holders are 

not familiar with these words although in practice they are doing the same things, which enables her to 

make sense between founding and existent knowledge (Bryman et al. 2003p.p.102-124).  

 

In order to investigate details of the current situation of stakeholder’s satisfaction about the model used 

to help this organization to formulate conceivably a better Strategic Planning, a questionnaire was 
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designed with the aid of an interpretivist approach which helps the researcher to discover the 

breakdowns and specifications and realize the reality (Remenyi et al, 1998 p.p 3-170). The data 

extraction is based on quantitative method. In order to examination the success of the used model and 

the current strategic planning a semi structured questionnaire is designed where data collection is based 

on qualitative method.  

  

A qualitative approach is used because the researcher is seeking to grab the reality from the 

interviewee’s point of view who is dealing with the issues in the top company position. According to 

(Bryman et al, 2003 pp.102-124) “The qualitative method is the process where researcher and 

respondent interact” 

 

3.3. Research Approach 
The research approach links the philosophy to the suitable research process, a connection between 

research philosophy and research strategy. (Bryne 2001p.p 17.46) 

 

There are two research approaches deductive and inductive. In the deductive approach conclusions are 

extracted from more general to more specific through the hypothesis and their testing. (G laser et al. 

1976 p.p.12-56). The inductive approach is used when the researcher intend to complement and confirm 

the existing theories. (Cooper et al 2003) said that, inductive approach is considered as making 

conclusion from the facts and evidences.  

The researcher chose the inductive approach since there was no pre defined theory the she was trying to 

proof that. Instead researcher collected data and made a conclusion based on that. 

 

3.4. Research Strategy  
According to Bryman et al.,(2003p.p 102-124) There are two type of research strategy, quantitative and 

qualitative. Quantitative research is based on numbers which are extracted from data whereas qualitative 

research is based on speech and word. 

 

The case study is based on inductive approach and qualitative data collection, the researcher intends to 

interpret interviewee’s word to see the success of the Strategic Planning and to investigate the model 
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which is being used in the company and suggest the new Strategic Planning for the organization. 

Researcher decided to use a qualitative method through the open ended and close ended questionnaire. 

See appendix A, B, C for the questions used in the study. 

 

3.5. Data collection   
The power industry is very well secured and preserved, consequently access to many important 

documents was not possible, although they let her to see the mission and vision statement to help her to 

develop the research. 

 

Since project management is a very new field in Iran the people do not understand specifics and 

professional terms hence the questionnaire and interviews were done in simple words so the researcher 

tried to extract the intended result from them . Since the interview was done from long distance there 

was a possibility just to interview five people from the top level and average of people who filled the 

questionnaire were twenty five of employees. 

 

In this study the best suited data are collected from the usage of literature, questionnaire and 

examination of existing information resource from the industry. 

Questionnaires were used in order to access the data respective to organization’s long term goals, 

analysis of stakeholders, and identification of weakness and strength of the organization as perceived by 

the stakeholders interviewed. Organizational guide lines and collection of different statistics are 

collected with the usage of examination of existing published information at “HEPP” of Yazd, Regional 

Electricity Company in Yazd Province, Power Research Center. 

 

To gather data several tools can be considered from surveys, interviews, documentation reviews and 

observations to even the collection of physical samples. In this case, interviews, responses to 

questionnaires & documentation reviews play major roles in establishing the relevant conclusive 

findings.  

 

Collected data are examined, individually as well as correlatively evaluated and aimed for a final 

analytic conclusion in answering the “how” or the “why” of the initial research question. 
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Finally collected data is reported in an explanatory way that would transform most complicated issues 

into readable and digestible material by average readers or stake holders.  While this report often refers 

to detailed observations and analysis, it also portrays the major conclusion and presents an overall image 

of the study. 

 

3.6. Research sample  
In this research formulation of strategic planning is designed for the whole organization and it is 

executed in each unit. While the effect on the whole organization is examined, opinions of researcher or 

the interviewees can only be applicable to every particular section of the study which interviewees have 

been interviewed for. In another words, since this is a case study based research, solutions explorations 

may be only applicable to the problem in question and may not be relevant to all situations. 

 

The researcher chose different people for different issues for example to identify major goals of 

organization regarding to society the sample was 30 stakeholders which means users. To identify the 

major goals regarding to costumers the sample was 30 employees the reason was that since the plan 

started from inside the organization (DLSP) researcher intended to investigate from inside first. 

To identify major goals regarding to competitive market, internal operation and major goals about 

stakeholders satisfaction the best choice was the employees of the organization which included 30 

people. From these samples not more that 24 people responded to questionnaire which was acceptable.  

 

To analyze the stakeholders of the organization researcher tried to find the people who benefit from the 

organization and organization benefit from them. Internal and external stakeholders included staff which 

means employees (from54 people almost 15 people responded), municipality the reason of considering 

municipality is that organization provide them power to design the city (from 7 people almost half of 

them responded), governor of city (from 15 people only 3 of them responded) the reason of choosing 

this sample was to get feedback from the public easily.  

 

45 senior managers were chosen and just 10 of them responded; the reason of choosing them was that 

they could answer the more detailed questions since they see the organization from the top.  Local 

electric Hydro Electrical power supplying Organization was the other choice which is considered as a 

stakeholder to clarify organization’s operation efficiency, such as profit making quality after and before 
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services as well as upgrading using systems. Another option was tourists but since the weather was not 

good the number of tourists was few consequently the sample included just 7 people that 6 of them 

responded. They were asked questions about the beauty of the city. The intention of the researcher to 

consider them was to see the quality of service offered by HEPP. Although the reason of choosing 

society and applicant (from 20 people 9 of the responded) was the same, the question from tourist was 

just to support the result. Client was the other option to see how The HEPP is operating to satisfy 

costumers.  

 

Suppliers (from 10 all of them responded), Rivals (from 6 people 5 of them responded) like power 

organization in the capital city, contractors (from 14 people, 9 of them responded). Finding the 

contractors was very difficult and among them, the researcher could find only the contractors who have 

their office in the HEPP.  

 

For finding organizational policies and mission and vision statements the researcher used the documents 

of HEPP. To find the strengths and weaknesses as well as threats and opportunities the questionnaires 

were sent to 30 employees and 15 experts, 20 of employees and 10 of experts responded.   

    

 It is worthwhile mentioning that the developed analytical responses may also vary depending on the 

selection of the interviewees. As the interviewees may change and provide different responses to the 

interview questions, proposed analysis of the whole situation may also be different. This is in fact one of 

the disadvantages of the Case Study research method.  Some of the advantages and the disadvantages of 

the Case Study research method have been displayed below.    

 

 

3.7. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Case Study Research Method 
3.7.1. A portrayal of advantages of case  study method may be displayed from descriptiveness of a 

study, its narrative and easy to understand style, responses to why and how of detailed questions, 

and the freedom of information collection to construction of  theories and the reflection of both 

quantitative and qualitative results into average public’s understandable translations. 
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3.7.2. Various disadvantages of case study are lack of strength of evidence, the individuality of 

research project, lack of focus on the portfolio, its particularity of finding and its non 

generalization, variable data which can cause variable results and non verifiable in similar cases, 

as well as lack of its effectiveness in monetary research. 

 

 

3.8. Reliability and validity of data 
According to (Bryman et al, 2003p.p.102-124) reliability refers to extent to which a concept reach the 

result, and validity is ensured by having access to best information and data. Therefore The researcher 

acknowledge that the study is reliable and the same result would come up if it was done by another 

researcher and the collected data through interviews and questionnaire ensured the validity and 

reliability of data is full field.   

   

  

4. Empirical analysis and study   
In this chapter the researcher shows the collected data from questionnaire and aims to find the important 

factors which are taken into consideration in formulation of strategic planning in HEPP, the model 

which is being used in strategic planning in HEPP as well as to find out if the DLSP (which was the plan 

of company in 2005) was succeeded and why, the researcher decided to develop a model to fulfill the 

research objective. 

 

The researcher decided to use descriptive statistics, because of the small sample and because it was 

impossible to survey all key stakeholders; the researcher needed people’s word to get the result, 

Therefore use of more sophisticated statistical methods would be inappropriate. In the part of 

questionnaire the responses were not that vary, since the questions were simple and understandable for 

all of them. For the part of investigation about DLSP and organization’s success in current strategic 

planning most of stakeholder’s did not have any idea about it and researcher tried to interview some of 

them on the phone and the responses were so confusing consequently she decided to interview five top 

managers via phone and come to conclusion. They all were agreeing that the strategic planning did not 

succeed. 
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4.1. Research model 
The researcher developed a model to make the connection between collected data and research 

objective. For the examination of stakeholder’s satisfaction she interviewed five top level managers and 

to investigate the model which is being used in the company as well as suggest the more efficient 

strategic plan to the company she used very detailed questionnaire.  

 
4.2. Organizational major goals identification: For strategic planners in an organization all 

effective parameters on planning from various features are essential to consider to plan, design and 

present their strategic plan to board of directors where the final decision can be made by senior directors.  

 

 

Table1- Organization’s major goals regarding society (Sample of 30 Stakeholders) 

Goal explanation  
 

Number of 
respondents 

Public 
Relations,  
group B 

Average 
  

Environment protection  21 B 8 

Considering urban planning 16 B 8 

Network protection  15 B 8 

Providing enough and 
favorable lighting in the 
passage ways 

18 B 7 

 

 

Table 2 – Organization’s major goals in serving customers (Sample of 30 employees)   

Goal explanation  Number of 
respondents

Public 
Relations, 
group B 

Average 
 

Providing secure and high 
quality electricity  

24 A 9 

Decrease the outage hour  20 A 8 

Inform the consumers about 
the outage timing  

19 A 8 

Providing  new services to 
customers  

15 A 7 
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Table 3- Organization’s major goals in competitive market. (Sample of 30 Employees) 

Goal explanation  Number of 
respondents 

Operational 
Committee, 
group A 

Average 
 

Technological progress and it’s 
usage in advancement of 
electricity distribution network 

21 
 

A 8 

Decreasing of the prime costs in 
organization’s  services 

18 A 8 

Expansion of the market 17 A 8 

Maintenance of costumers 13 A 7 

Enhancement of activity’s quality 15 A 7 

 

 

Table 4 – Organization’s major goals in internal operation. (Sample of 30 employees) 

Goal explanation  
 

Number of 
respondents 

Operational 
Committee, 
Group A 

Average 
 

Reduction of losses 20 A 8 
Resources productivity 
and proficiency 

18 A 8 

Strengthen of specialists 
and expertise in the 
organization  

19 A 8 

Consigning the 
organization’s operational 
activities to the third party 

23 A 9 

Profit increment 17 A 8 
 

 

Table 5– Organization’s major goals in line with employee’s satisfaction and welfare in long term. 
(Sample of 30 employees – group A) 
Goal explanation  Operational Committee, 

Group B. 
Number of respondents 

Average 

Enhancement of employee’s 
specialization by training system 

22 9 

Providing welfare facilities to employees  18 8 
Increment employee’s satisfaction and 
motivation  

20` 8 

Refining the work environment  16 8 
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4.3. Stakeholder’s Analysis  
Table 6- Internal and external stakeholders of HEPP of Yazd. 

 
 
Local electricity 
HEPP 

 
 
54 

Implementation of all rules and policies   9   
Keep their commitments  9  

Having enough budget  9  

Name of 
Stakeholder 

Number 
of 

Sample 

Assessed criteria Organization’
s operation 
(average) 

 
 

 
 
Staff 

 
 
54 

Wage satisfaction and on time payment by 
organization 

9  

Employee’s welfare, residence and recreational 
facilities 

8  

Well-defining of employee’s duties 9  

Providing growth and rise opportunities 9  

Suitable work environment 8  

Motivating employees  8  

Specificity of career elevation   9   

Job security 9  
  Reduction of destruction and excavation  8  
Municipality 7 Suitable lightening for the passageways 4  
  removing the network and destruction the road   3  
  Consideration of civil issues 4  
Governor of 
city 

15 
 

Provision of public satisfaction 4  

Accountability about public and  5  
 
Public’s request fulfillment 5  

 
Senior 
Managers 

 
 
45 

Wages and fringe benefit 9  
Employee’s welfare 8  
Personnel’s co-operation 8  
Ideal work environment 9  
Unambiguous policies 9  

       
   

Name of  
Stakeholder 

Number
of  
Sample 

Assessed criteria Organization’
s operation 
(average 
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Local 
electricity, 
Hydro 
Electrical 
Power 
Supplying 
Organization  
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Quality of After sales services  7  
Number of complaints about the organization’s 
services  

9  

Organization’s achievements in annual assessment 9  

To adhere the HEPS Organization standards  9  
Up grading the using systems  8  

Projects implementation’s quickness   9  
Coordination with Electricity industry  8  

Creating growth and excellence environment 9  
Profit – making  9  
Costumer treatment  8  
Quality of services  

 
8  

 
Tourists 

 
7 
 

Public’s welfare situation  6 
Quality and style of lightening the passage ways   7 
Beauty of the city 6 

 
 
Government  
 

  
 
5  

Costumes satisfaction from the organization’s 
services 

7 

Organization’s governmental policies  adherence  7 
Public’s economize on electricity consumption  4 
Rate of organization’s proficiency  5 

 
Society 

 
20 
 

Suitable lightening for passage ways   9  
Raising the level of provided services for costumers 8  

Using of modern equipment  8  

 
 
Applicants 
 

 Power distribution timing  9  
power distribution quality  9  

Fulfilling costumer’s expectation  9  
Providing enough information about services  8  

 
 
Clients 
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Quality of provided HEP 9  
Outage drop-off 9 
Reduction of HEP rate 9  
Providing enough lighting  7 

  Proving services on time 9  
Well costumer treatment  9  
Providing information regarding to clientele 7  

 
Suppliers 
 

 
10 
 

Biding program  9  
On time pay-out of good’s costs 10 
Organization’s loyalty to suppliers 8  

Rivals 6 HEP costs 5  
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Working scheduling  6  

 
 

 
 

   
 
 
 
 
Contractors 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
14 
 
 
 
 
 

Task distributions 9 
On time pay-off 9  
Observation and guidance  9 
Job security 8  
Clarify the quality and quantity of positions and 
man hour 

8  

Cooperation in different stage of work 8  
On time notifications 7  
Respect to the contract’s content 9  
Trying to have continues relation with contractors 8  
Respect the contractors 8  

 

 

Table number 7 shows the importance of the key stakeholders in HEPP’s Planning for each criteria. 

Which means who are more considered in it’s strategy and plans. The table shows costumer’s 

satisfaction has the most and senior managers has less importance, this means the organization’s goal is 

providing more facilities to costumers than managers.  

In the table 7 level of importance means, from the different stakeholder’s point of view how much 

importance HEPP gives to the criteria. The number is out of 60. For example costumers give 56 out of 

60 means in their eyes organization is very good in all of mentioned points.  

        

      Table 7- key stakeholders of HEPP of Yazd province 

 

 

Stakeholder Level of importance  Assessment criteria 

Costumers 56 Quality of provided power 

Employees 54 Wages situation and on time payment of wages 

Local power 54 Implementation of rules and policies 

Senior managers  45 Manager’s welfare facilities 

Contractors 50 Suitable contract conditions
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4.4. Organization’s policies  
Since organizations are faced by unwritten policies (only spoken an), the expectation of external 

stakeholders should be clarified. As much as organization is responsible for formal instructions, it is 

responsible for informal instructions as well.  

Every organization is obligated to follow the formal and informal instructions which are imposed by 

external positions on the organization. In order to identify and clarify the nature of the external formal 

and informal instructions, following rules and statutes are assessed in this research. 

- Circulars and instructions of HEPP 

- Existence of employment impediments 

- Consideration of security standards  

- Quality statute 

- Employee’s duty explanation and organizational structure  

- Tax pay out  

- Respect to insurance policies 

- Network improvement 

- Reduction of outage time 

- Move toward privatize 

- Respect to environmental policies  

- Respect to working rules  
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4.5. Mission  
Along with identification of long term goals of HEPP of Yazd Province, its stakeholders, organization’s 

assessment criteria by each of stakeholders and the instructions which organization is obligated to 

respect, the mission statement of organization could be formulated. This statement is the explanation of 

the reason of organization’s existence.  The mission statement of the HEPP is as follow: 

    

 

Mission statement 
 Local Hydro Electrical Power Plant Supplying Organization is formed, for providing distribution 

services like: production and receiving the electrical energy and change its voltage to provide it to 

customers, the provision of passageways lightening, maintaining and exploiting the network of 

power distribution and providing before and after sales and other services relevant to customers. 

Organization’s mission is distribution of power with high quality and serving customers in 

minimum time and suitable price, preservation of natural recourses, and considering all 

governmental rules. Organization will strive to provide the customer’s satisfaction, use new 

technologies and provide new services to customers and will try to pay shareholders fair and 

reasonable yields. In a meantime organization not only will create friendly environment for 

personnel but also will attempt to enable and increase their productivity and with having their 

educational needs fulfilled and concerning their individual needs, which would motivate them to 

work harder. The organization will work in line with governmental policies and in order to raise 

the quality of services will benefit from universities and research centers of province. 

In case of shortages, organization will try to find the best suppliers in the competitive market of 

good providers and contractors considering the specialties criteria. Organization moves toward 

decreasing losses and wastage to accomplish the unpolluted lighting environment. Sufficient 

power supply is the organizations out most important task and it will strive to reach that goal in 

any possible means. 
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4.6. Vision statement  
The next step in strategic planning of HEPP which has two folds of importance has assisted in 

formulation of vision statement. Formulated vision statement is as follow: 

 

 

 

Vision statement 
 
The Hydro Electricity Power Plant Organization of Yazd Province in the next five years will try to 

improve the quality of its services, decrease the prime costs and increase its customer satisfaction. 

It will remain one of the best companies and try to take the administrator position of power 

supplying in the Yazd province. The organization will implement new strategies to increase power 

supply, decrease power waste, decrease power outage, and is intended to create a competitive 

environment, and will transfer most of its operational activities to private contractors and try its 

best to create a control mechanism to control supervision of private sector’s activities. New 

options will be considered from using the wind power to possibility of nuclear energy utilization. 

In order to accomplish this aim organization will try to improve its personnel’s education and 

skills with creation of suitable assessment mechanism to receive its stakeholder’s information and 

evaluate them, to monitor and supervise contractor’s performances. 

 

4.7. Determination of strengths and weaknesses of organization  
           Table 8 - Average of strategic factors 

Factors  Average 

over 100 % 

Commitment to the concept of strategic management 79 % 

Having Clear long and short term goals of organization  - 67% 

Having measurable short term goals  15% 
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Having flexible organizational structure  43% 

Having good reputation in public 87% 

As it is shown in the above table, it appears from the respondents that HEPP has a very good reputation 

with the public. Then this factor and sharing the expertise among managers to solve strategic issues, 

commitment to the concept of strategic management, and flexibility of organizational structure are the 

strengths of the organization and while the long term and short term goals in the organization are not 

clear, this point is the weakness point of the organization. 

 

          Table 9 – Average of marketing factors  

 

 

Factors  Average 

Over 100%  

Usage of the marketing researches  18 % 

Quality of the provided services  34 % 

Having a good method for putting a price for organization’s services 64 % 

Customer satisfaction 99 % 

Usage of good method for the marketing  62 % 

Possessing the required skill-sets to overcome the rivals   73 % 

Quality of after sales services  93 % 

New methods for distribution of services  47 % 

According to all data from table 9, the respondents perceived that major strength of the Organization 

from the marketing point of view is the quality of provided services and the satisfaction of the costumers 

with the services. But the factors like the quality of after sales services and suitable position of the 

organization among the competitors are the strengths but the organization has weakness regarding the 

usage of the marketing research. 

 

          Table 10 – Average of process factors  

  Factors (out of 100%) Average  

Possessing the ISO standard quality certification   26 

Improving the existent process of routine works 45 

Documentation of existent process of routine works 09 
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The table number 10 shows that respondents believe that the organization has a desirable situation 

regarding to process factors. The most important strength of the organization is the possessing the ISO 

certification. 

 

Table 11- Average of human resources factor 

 Factors (out of 100%) Average  

Personnel’s point of view to the organization’s operation  20 

Personnel’s  innovation in their operation and works 02 

Existent of friendly environment and free relationship between 

personnel 

38 

Having skill full and experienced employees  39 

Having advanced training system 45 

Having enough experts manpower in the organization  - 40 

Personnel’s absence and sluggish workers 75 

Personnel’s readiness to be faced with organizational strategic 

changes 

42 

Personnel’s interest to involve in organizational decision making  68 

Personnel’s ability to involve in organizational decision making  76 

Personnel’s self controlling in execution of their duties 22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the above table, respondents perceive that organization has a nearly suitable situation from 

the point of human resources. The uppermost strength of the organization from this point is personnel’s 

ability for contribution in organizational decision making as well as their interest in partnership. 

Contrary, the uppermost weakness point of the organization is nonexistence of expert manpower in the 

organization. 

          Table 12 - Average of financial factors  

Factors  Average  

Organization’s financial planning and budgeting   -44 
Organization’s cost control system   -42 
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Organization’s capital return -85 
Suitable mechanism to access the prime cost of services  -95 

According to the above table, respondents believe that organization from the financial point has major 

weaknesses, which the worst one is the nonexistent of suitable budgeting and financial planning. The 

members of operational committee realized that organization from the financial point, is in the very 

unsuited situation and it has no strength among the assessed factors. 

 

          Table 13 – Average of management factors  

 Factors   (out of 100%) Average  

Management’s responsibility and commitment  11 

Management’s interest in continually learning and teaching and quality 

improvement 

87 

Manager’s belief in participatory management -05 

The delegation of power to each of the lower level managers  18 

Manager’s belief in strategic planning and analysis 35 

Manager’s ability in operational planning  68 

Managers and employees concord  16 

Manager’s belief in employees self controlling  -04 

The dissemination of morality 73 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the table 13, respondents believe that the strength of the organization from the management criteria 

point is, the good relationship among managers and employees, manager’s responsibility and 

commitment and their desire to continually learning and teaching. Whereas manager’s belief in 

employee’s self controlling and participatory management is the weaknesses of the organization. 
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          Table 14 – Average of systemic factors  

 Factors (out of 100%) Average  

Assessment and improvement system for employees  -50 

Salary and wage system In the organization 82 

Training system -77 

Financial information system of the organization -44 

Customer satisfaction evaluation system  -21 

Identification and selection of the contractors -47 

Existent of information system for managers -80 

Having computerized information system in the organization  -91 

Manager’s usage of information system for decision making  -79 

Updating the input of the information system  -59 

Rules and policies of the organization  -0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the above table organization respondents believe that from the point of systemic factors is not in a 

desirable situation. The major strength of the organization with respect to this point is seen as the 

existent of favorable salary and wage system according to organization’s situation. The major 

weaknesses perceived included non existence of suitable system for updating information, weakness of 

financial information system and assessment and improvement of employee’s motivation.   

 

           Table 15 – Average of research and development factors  

 Factors (out of 100%) Average  

Research and development organ -38 

Organization’s research contracts  -28 

Budgeting for research and development program -10 

Specific research programs for providing new services to costumers  -94 
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The content of the table above suggests that the organization in a less than favorable situation from the 

point of view of research and development, also based on respondents view organization has no relation 

with educational environment in order to do research about power industry field. 

          Table 16 – Average of production and operation factors  

 Factors (out of 100%) Average  

Believe in suppliers  16 

Standardization of ingredients in distribution network   -25 

Technology used in distribution network 0 

Suitable maintenance and reparation planning for organization’s 

equipment  

42 

Damage and breakage causes analysis in distribution network -22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In table 16, it is noted that organization is perceived by respondents to be in a favorable situation from 

the point of view of access and confidence to suppliers but the factors like non existence of analysis 

system regarding damage to equipment and the existence of non standard ingredients are the potential 

weaknesses of the organization.  As I can be observed from the data presented in the tables above, the 

factors have different weights. Table 18 and 19 highlights the major strengths and weaknesses of the 

organization. 

 

         Table 18 – Major weaknesses of the HEPP 

Factors  Weight  

Updating data for management’s information system W1 

Assessment and betterment system for employee’s operation   W2 

Assessment and betterment system for costumers  W3 

Organization finance information system W4 

Finance, budgeting and cost planning system W5 

Research and development organ W6 

Using of new methods for distribution of services W7 
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Table 19 – Major strengths of the HEPP 

 

Factors  Weight  

Having ISO certification and documented processes  S1 

Personnel’s interest and ability to involving in organizational decision making  S2 

Organization’s reputation in public S3 

Personnel’s absence and sluggishness S4 

Manager’s believe in the concept of Strategic Management S5 

 

 

Table 19 indicates the weighting of each factor with respect to the internal image of the organization, as 

perceived by the respondents. It is observed that systemic factors and the relevant elements are 

perceived to be the most major weakness of the HEPP. This weakness appears more in financial systems 

and from the point of view of members of the committee. The financial system isn’t apparently growing 

along with other departments of the organization. 

This means that, despite of striving to create new systems in the organization, in recent years there is 

still long way to go to reach a favorable situation. On the other hand, the way of using the existent 

systems is not favorable from the managers and expert’s point of view. Besides the organization’s 

absence of activity in the field of research and development, is its observable weakness which is 

consequent organization’s infrastructure of the organization which needs to improve.  

On the other hand, from then managers and expert’s point of view, the man power is the most important 

strength of the organization. 
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Table 20 – Situation of assessed factors for weaknesses and strengths of the HEPP of Yazd 

Province. 

 

 Factors  (out of 100%)  Average  

Systems ( manager’s information, financial and inventory)  -3 

Research and development  -69 

Financial  -83 

Production and operation  18 

Strategic issues 59 

Marketing  07 

Management 17 

Process 8 

Human resources  7 

Total 66 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The table 20 demonstrates the situation of all factors which are considered as weaknesses or strengths in 

the HEPSO for formulation of Strategic Planning.  

  
4.8. Determination of threats and opportunities  
         Table 21- Average of political factors 

Factors   (out of 100%) Average  

Government’s point of view to privatize debate 93
Existent taxation policies -30
Environment protection policies -11
Governmental subsidy  14
 Economical relationship of Iran with other countries  57
Import and export rules and policies 32 
 Services Pricing policies  -49 
Misapplication of power usage policies -21 
Consumerism policies -97 
Political constancy in the country  02 
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According to information of table 21 the uppermost opportunity of the organization is perceived to be 

the economical relationship of Iran with other countries and the most important threat is perceived to be 

the existent taxation policies and the policies relevant to consumerism.  

 

Table 22 - Average of economical factors 

Factors    (out of 100%) Average 

Public’s financial and economical potentiality  54 

Financial diversity in different consumer regions -91 

Economical embargo against Iran -2 

Power market generation 46 

 

 The major opportunity of the organization from the economical point of view is perceived to be the 

Power market generation. The financial diversification in different regions is the most important threat. 

 

       Table 23 - Average of geographic and social factors 

Factors     (out of 100%) Average  

Population rate  -46 

Village migration rate  -4 

Society’s culture  53 

Respect to ethical issues in public 31 

Age distribution of the society 73 

Climate condition -78 

Existence of expert and inexpensive manpower in the region  95 

  

 

According to the data from table above, the existence of expert and inexpensive manpower in the region 

is the perceived to be the uppermost opportunity and the climate condition is perceived to be the most 

important weakness. 
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       Table 24 - Average of technological factors 

Factors  

Technological change speed 

Average  

-30 

Personnel’s interest and ability to involving in organizational decision making  84 

Access to expert manpower for development of new technologies  86 

Government’s financial ability to provide the relevant costs of new technology 14 

 

According to table 24 it is evident that from the technological point of view, the major opportunity of 

the organization is perceived to be accessibility of new technologies and experts man powers. The major 

weakness is perceived to be the fast changing technology in this industry. 

As it is mentioned before in examination of the threats and opportunities of the HEPP of Yazd Province, 

not only fourfold elements like economical, political, technological and social are  elements are 

examined based on Porter’s model, also major elements which are related to the competition topic is 

examined as well. In the observations which are illustrated in tables 25 to 28, it is remarked that 

currently customers don’t appear to have a substantial role in the organization and their criteria for 

pricing is not being considered. This issue is decided by government and involves legal procedures 

which are identified by Hydro Power Organization. As it is noticed, from the point of view of members 

of the committee, the pricing criteria of the government have a negative effect and is seen as a threat.. 

These limitations are considered by the respondents as most important threat for continuation of the 

organization’s activity in this way since there is the real possibility of the presence of other competitors 

in the future. On the other hand the existence of internal providers for Hydro Electric Industry, is one 

indication that this industry has a suitable technological infrastructure. This is considered by the 

respondents as a core competence for this organization and along with the high costs of power industry, 

it could maintain the HEPP of Yazd Province in the competitor level among its rivals. 
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 Table 25 – Average of criteria relevant to competitive factors  

  Factors   (out of 100%) Average 

Possibility of presence of new rivals in the Power industry  60 

The requirement for huge amount investment to inter to power industry  5 

Governmental pricing on power according to product’s cost price -3 

 

 

 

 

According to the table above the need for huge investment to enter to the power industry is perceived as 

the major opportunity for the organization and governmental pricing of the power according to its prime 

cost is perceived to be the major threat for the organization. 

 

              Table 26 – Average of criteria relevant to clientele factors 

 Factors   (out of 100%) Average 

Imposing the viewpoint by clienteles of power industry   -73 

Rating the determination of the costumers on the prime cost of the power  -26 

Power industry’s consideration their clients viewpoint about pricing 

organization’s services  

-25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The table 26 suggests that clientele’s determination on pricing which is provided to them and imposing 

the idea of clienteles on the power industry to distribution companies is a major threat for the 

organization. 

  

Table 27 – Average of substitute factors 

 Factors   (out of 100%) Average  

New energies substituting the power industry -64 

Worthwhile using new energies for the matter of price -05 

To contrive the extension of the usage of new energies -32 
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The factors of relevant items to substitutes mostly are considered as a threat and they tend, to contrive 

the extension of the usage of new energies, are perceived as most important.  

Table 28 – Average of suppliers and salespeople 

 Factors    (out of 100%) Average  

Preparation of required ingredients for power distribution inside Iran  04 

Preparation of required ingredients for power distribution inside the province  35 

Exclusiveness of suppliers of required ingredients for the organization   53 

Having internal technology for the organization  21 

The effect of purchasing from the domestic suppliers on the prime cost  05 

The effect of purchasing from the foreign suppliers on the prime cost -34 

Organization’s ability to purchase new technology from overseas  -84 

The substitutes competitiveness 90 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 29– Average of relevant criteria with the factors which are related to competition in 

opportunities and threats assessment. 

 Factors      (out of 100%) Average  

The factors relevant to competition 15 

The factors relevant to clienteles   -52 

The factors relevant to substitutes products -56 

The factors relevant to suppliers and salespeople 89 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 29 illustrates the aggregation of the factors based on Porter’s model in HEPP of Yazd Province. 

From this table it appears that the factors relevant to the customers are the most important competitive 

threat and the factors relevant to the suppliers are the uppermost opportunity. But it is important to note 

that, the competitor factors in this organization are not favorable. 

According to PESTEL framework (citation) and Porter’s analysis (citation) the major opportunity and 

threats are identified. Table 30 demonstrates the perceived opportunities and table 31 demonstrates the 

perceived threats from the points of view of the experts and managers. 
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Table 30 – the major opportunities which HEPP of Yazd Province is faced with them.  

 Factors  opportunity

Existence of expert and inexpensive manpower O1 

Accessibility of new technologies   O2 

Access to expert to technological development O3 

Huge investment requirement to inter to the Power industry  O4 

Existence of research and educational centers in the province O5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 31 – the major threats which HEPP of Yazd Province is surrounded by them.  

  Factors  Threat 

Unfavorable climate condition  T1 

The possibility of privatizing the Power Industry T2 

Governmental pricing on Electricity Power and consumerism policies T3 

Rate of migration of village  T4 

Abscond T5 

Existence taxation policies T6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As illustrated in table 30, the uppermost distinctive specialty of the Yazd Province is perceived to be the 

presence of expert and economy man powers in the region concerning the high level of education in this 

province. Presence of the experts makes the organization’s quantitative and qualitative development 

easy. Therefore by suitable planning for human resources can take a substantial step to achieve the 

mission of the organization in the next five years.   

 

On the other hand in the examination of threats, the most concern is about unfavorable climate 

conditions. Climatic conditions include seasonal storms and the existence of salts with high ph in the 

ground which have a big influence on ground corrosiveness.  Migration of villages could also be 

considered from this point of view, since compared with the desert, the increasing the attractiveness of 

cities, make cities like Yazd appealing. This is an important issue for the Power Distribution 
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Organization of the Province, which if continues; most of physical investments become useless or lose 

their economical justification furthermore the development planning of the organization. 

4.9. Summation of the internal and external factors     
As observed in the summation of the members of operation committee’s views the sum of the 

weaknesses and strengths of the organization is 12/55 and the sum of the factors relevant to threats and 

opportunities is 2/85. In this step with the aid of analysis of these factors, the company’s strategy could 

be formulated. 

 

4.10. Strategy formulation with the exercises of SWOT analysis 
With the usage of SWOT analysis four strategies are provided: 

 Strategy of making orientation between internal strengths and environmental opportunities ( SO) 

 Strategy of making orientation between internal weaknesses and environmental opportunities 

 (WO) 

 Strategy of making orientation between internal strengths and environmental threats ( ST) 

 Strategy of making orientation between internal weaknesses and environmental threats (WT) 

 

 

Table 32-formulated strategy according to SWOT analysis  

Weaknesses Strengths  

 Management of optimizing data 
resources 

 Management of research in the 
organization 

 Human resources improvement  

Optimizing major process of the 
organization 

 Privatizing organization’s activities   
 Making control mechanism for 

controlling contractors operation  

 

 

Opportunities
 Management of optimizing financial 

resources through decreasing prime cost of 
services 

 Identification of potential revenues 
 Improvement of management and 

control of physical assets  
 

Measurement of stakeholder’s 
satisfaction and try to raise it 

 

 

Threats 
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Figure 1- Strategic planning process in HEPP of Yazd 

  

 
Figure 1- Strategic planning process in HEPP of Yazd 
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4. Discussion  
In this chapter to help the reader understand how the author arrived at the conclusion, the findings from 

the data analysis are briefly explained. As it is mentioned in the limitation part the terminology which 

exist in Iranian organizations are different than what is being study in Strategic Project Management 

major hence researcher tried to use very simple question and interview and then make a parallel 

connection between the collected data and intended result.  

 

4.1. Identification of major goals and design of questionnaires. 
Identification of organization’s major goals, are the first steps of formulation of strategic planning 

process. Considering major goals of hydro power industry HEPP and the role of distribution 

organization, few interviews with the members of strategic execution committee and experts in this 

industry are conducted and major goals of this organization are outlined and hence sorted in five 

categories as below: 

 

 Major goals considering society.  

 Major goals considering customer services. 

 Major goals considering competitive market.  

 Major goals considering organization’s internal operation.   

 Major goals considering employee’s satisfaction and welfare in long term. 

 

Regarding these factors a questionnaire was designed and distributed in execution committee, the ideas 

of the members of committee upon the major goals and their level of importance is collected and 

analyzed. The outcome of this assessment is presented in the table 1 and 2 as a questionnaire response 

and their interviews are presented in Appendix B. 

 

4.2. Stakeholders Analysis 
Stakeholder’s identification in strategic planning is used for preparation of mission and vision statement. 

This matter is important to identify stakeholder’s expectation and identifying criteria by which 
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stakeholders assess the organization. These criteria are exercised in determination of organization’s 

situation regarding the opportunities and threats. 

To identify the organization’s stakeholders HEPP divides them in two parts, internal and external 

stakeholders. In this step not only the stakeholder and his/her criteria for assessment of organization is 

identified but also, the level of importance of each stakeholder and the way of organization’s operation 

in his/her eyes are assessed. For this reason a questionnaire is designed and the member of execution and 

expertise committee are asked to distinguish the internal and external stakeholders. List of external and 

internal stakeholders extracted from the assessment of questionnaire is presented in table 6. 

 

4.3. Organization policies 
 Organization’s policies and formal and informal rules which organization is faced with, are extracted 

from the existent document. 

 

4.4. Mission and vision statement 
 Mission and vision statement are extracted from the existent document as well and they show 

organization’s aims and objectives and clarify the reason of the existent of the organization. 

 

4.5. Examination of strengths and weaknesses of the organization 
As mentioned before the first step of SWOT analysis is identification of strengths and weaknesses of 

organization. For this matter a questionnaire is provided and extra explanation of strengths and 

weaknesses are assessed in the operation and professionals committee. 

Each member is asked to clarify the strength and weakness point, and rate them from best to worst. The 

factors which are shown by negative sign are assumed as weakness points and the factors which are 

shown by positive sign are assumed as strengths. 

 

4.6. Determination of threats and opportunities: Threats and opportunities of an organization 

are the elements which the organization has no control over. However the organization cannot improve 

and progress without considering them. In order to identify the opportunities and threats, HEPP of Yazd 

Province, with studying the existent resources and interview the expertise in this industry, a 

questionnaire is provided which is attached in Appendix C. In this questionnaire the members of the 
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expert and operation committee were asked, in addition to identify threats and opportunities and to 

specify the strength of them on the organization’s operation. Table 21 to 23 illustrates each of these 

elements and the average weight of each. The positive point is the sign of opportunity and the negative 

point is the sign of threat of that element for the HEPP of Yazd Province.  

 

4.7. Summation of internal and external factors  

After examination of SWOT analysis all factors are considered and the Strategic Planning is 

formulated. 

 

4.8. Formulation of strategic planning with exercise of SWOT analysis 
In the implementation of strategy 1, organization tries to take advantage of external opportunities with 

the usage of its strengths. All managers would prefer to place in this excellent position to develop and 

grow. The goal of choosing strategy 2 is, that organization with exploitation of the existence 

opportunities in its external environment, improve its weaknesses. Organization in the implementation 

of the strategy 3, tries with the usage of its strengths, to decrease or eliminate the impacts of the external 

threats. And finally with implementation of strategy 4, organization tries to decrease the external threats 

and improve its internal weaknesses. Placing in this situation is not favorable for any organization.      

 

As it is observed along with formulation of favorable strategies for HEPP of Yazd Province, The SWOT 

matrix is used. According to interviewing managers and assessment and examination the data, strengths 

and weaknesses, threats and opportunities was analyzed. Regarding to those discussions, according to 

relation between opportunities and strengths, weaknesses and threats, strengths and threats and 

weaknesses and opportunities the strategy of organization is determined which is shown in table 32. 

Formulated strategy is for next five years. 

 

4.9. Strategic Planning process in the HEPP  
In this figure the process which is followed by HEPP to formulate a strategic planning is shown. 
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5. Conclusion 
5.1. Main finding 
According to the document that researcher was allowed to study, the researcher could note the 

“exercised process to formulate a Strategic Planning in HEPP”, which was the first question. The 

process is explained bellow. 

 

According to the literature formulation, strategic planning is one of the main requirements of                

organization’s success. Execution of any activity without considering its goal and ending can lead the 

organization in a wrong direction and cause defeat. In strategic planning the long term goals and 

limitation of organization’s accomplishment should be clarified and with analysis of stakeholder’s needs 

and the role of organization and with examination of weaknesses, strengths, external threats and 

opportunities of the organization, strategies will formulated which helps to achieve their visions and 

objectives easily.  

 

In the strategic planning process in HEPP of Yazd city, first the operation management committee with 

the presence of senior managers of the organization was formed. The members of this committee first 

had 30 hours strategic planning training program in relevant field. As middle managers and experts have 

a vital role in implementation of plans, they also had a training program and they performed important 

roles at many stages. 

 

According to the schedule, the operation’s committee’s meeting was convened and different issues was 

broached, like organizational instructions, legal limitations, long term objectives, organization’s 

stakeholders and their criteria for assessment of the organization, mission and vision of the organization, 

internal strengths and weaknesses, external threats and opportunities, and formulation of ultimately 

operation planning of each strategy was examined in different sections. In order to collect data different 

questionnaire, interview with experts in Power Industry and managers, group discussion and brain 

storming was used. After primary analysis different strategies were formulated for the organization.  

Each plan and their implementations are supervised by one expert according to his/her expertise, who is 

responsible for operational planning and implementation of the plan. Team work and brain storming for 
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formulation of different strategies and plans are the main points in this step. The process of strategic 

planning graph in the HEPP of Yazd is shown in the previous page, graph 1.  

Additional political involvement and progress of government in nuclear energy issue.  HEPP and similar 

organizations are in absolute need of additional energy sources for a country that is almost dried out in 

most of their water resources to provide hydro electrical power. Although in some geographical areas 

wind power with the usage of similar technology used in Holland can be applicable, however as a 

permanent solution addition of nuclear sources to major country’s circuit is evidently required. Whether 

the Iranian government would use such reactors for safe nuclear energy demands or as some western 

governments imply for the military purposes; it is a matter amongst the politicians of concerned 

governments and perhaps the United Nations to resolve. In the mean time people of city of Yazd and 

other similar cities of deserted area are in hands of HEPP and similar organizations to provide the most 

demanded electrical energy. In this concern, strategic managers of HEPP will continue to strive for the 

best possible service providence within their presented possibilities. 

 

It is important to mention organizations next strategically taken decisions following this research which 

are outlined in terms of organizations decisions in regards to competitive environment, human resources 

strategy, information resources strategy, management strategy, stakeholder’s satisfaction, financial 

management and finally steps taken to most immediately configure power outage problems and constant 

supply of services.  

 

The researcher’s intention of studying strategic planning models in literatures and organization’s 

documents was to see which models are being used in HEEP for the sake if strategic planning. Which is 

the answer of next question? “Which model is being used in formulation of strategic planning in 

HEPP”?  The researcher tried to study the process and applied them to more used models such as SWOT 

analysis, Porters Five Forces, Portfolio model and BCG matrix. According to information extracted from 

data (questionnaire) the researcher noted that although the company is using each of these models in 

different stages the main model is more parallel with Bryson model. And the company’s operation meets 

the Bryson model’s criteria. 

 

As it is mentioned before Day light saving plan which was patterned from USA Government, was the 

objective of the Organization and this research was conducted to see if the organization was succeeded 
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to implement that Plan. According to the result which is gotten from interviewees the Plan was not 

successful because of the religion and cultural issues as well as lack of education and knowledge of the 

users. The people who were interviewed did not want to mention every detail because they did not want 

to jeopardize their position, but the main point that they all referred to was, non alignment of employees, 

they did not collected with the same criteria and they motivation is not in a same level, most of 

personnel just care about their position and salary and they don’t attend to the weekly meetings and 

brainstorming to help the organization fulfilling it’s objectives. The reason that organization failed to 

implement the planed strategy was the nonexistent of expert managers and control system there was no 

proper monitoring system. As one of the interviewee explained at the beginning everything was 

concerted and Planning was done very carefully but when it was the time to implementation there were 

many obstacles that had not .taken into consideration as a risk, such as people migration to the big cities 

that the population of the city of Yazd increased and the power distribution became more critical, the 

instability of political and economical situation of Iran was the major challenge and it affected the prime 

costs of services and was not affordable by the organization . As one of the interviewee pointed at the 

beginning the plan was achievable but after so many issues came in between that mislead the 

organization from it’s direction, such as manpower modification, late payment of salaries and lack of 

budget.  

According to all information from the company the Strategic Planning did not succeed and it Day Light 

Saving Plan is not a right plan in Iranian Hydro organization.  

 

The last question is that: What is the most suitable Strategic Planning for the HEPP in researcher’s point 

of view? 

After all studies which were done about the company’s strengths and weakness points, environmental 

threats and opportunities as well as mission and vision statements of the company, researcher would 

suggest different strategies and if they are planned by organization they would be helpful to improve it’s 

operation. According to all collected data trough questionnaire there are lots of weaknesses in the 

different department of the HEPP, hence researcher is trying to cover and improve them by suggesting 

new strategies to the company as below:  

 

 Theoretical Implications and Strategy of making organization’s activity competitive 
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The history of successful organization in the global market illustrates that conceding part of recent years 

Iranian government tries to transfer the many activities to private sector. Concerning the importance of 

Power Industry in the economical cycle of the country, government provided different plans to relegate 

this industry to private sector. 

 

In the past years most of the HEPP of Yazd’s activities used to be implemented by non professional 

employees, this issue not only had impact on provided services but also had a huge influence on the 

costs of the organization. Recently most of organization’s activities are relegated to private sectors and 

along with this there is a need to have a good control process for monitoring contractor’s operation. 

Implementation of this strategy not only will improve providing services but also will reduce the costs 

and will help the organization to focus more on planning, supervision and development. Following the 

researcher’s study, organization will take further steps to better evaluate it’s local and neighboring 

provinces market, to research and take the additional necessary steps in exporting energy to other 

provinces whereby to stay more competitive in their regional market. Having a move forward is always 

a more effective approach to competition rather than a defense, which in times may be necessary. 

 

 Progress of human resources strategy  

According to described vision for the next five years and also for maintaining organization in a 

competitive level, it is necessary that the expertise of man power in the organization to be assessed and 

trained continuously.  

 

Although the growth of the organization depends on the existence of motivated, competence and 

responsible human resources, there is a need for a system to evaluate personnel’s satisfaction of the 

organization and with investigation of their issues, try to motivate and satisfy them. The implementation 

of this strategy will contrive other strategy’s implementation. As the HEPP is a nonprofit organization, 

their assets and profits are evenly distributed among its’ shareholders and services are evenly provided 

to its’ stakeholders. HEPP’s employees following this study are given priorities in share purchases by 

dividends and lower costs whereby further advantages are provided to employees benefits. Health care, 

insurance, family benefits, educational benefits and additional concerns of employees will be considered 

to add value of belonging to organization when employees would better feel remaining in that 

organization and preventing experts from leaving to other competitive hydro electric organizations.   
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 Progress of information resources strategy 

In modern organizations for the sake of increasing the organizational complexity, information became 

more important, to a point that without having enough information managers cannot make right decision 

for the organization. One of the main weaknesses of the HEPP of Yazd is non existence of all-inclusive 

information system in it. In a way that managers do not have enough data and if they wants to progress 

the most important step is to make an information system which suits the organization. Such a request 

has been placed in order and experts in the field are trying their best to make a prototype of its American 

version software used in similar western organizations.   

 

 Managerial Implications. 

Organization’s relation with research and educational centers has an important impact on its growth and 

skill sets. Organization should provide a favorable environment for research activities then use the result 

of their research in organization’s progress. Managerial strategies are set to be evaluated and further 

skills set will be placed in order of HR hiring list. In the mean time, HEPP has made additional 

provisions in applying further educational courses to train their skilled employees to be experts in the 

fields most presently required. 

 

 Stakeholder’s satisfaction assessment and trying to raise their satisfaction strategy 

In the examination of the HEPP of Yazd it is evident that this organization has several stakeholders 

which each has different assessment criteria. Concerning that the need of stakeholders is changing 

constantly their satisfaction of organization’s operation needs to be examined constantly and 

organization should try to fulfill their expectations with suitable strategies. Most customers simply 

request uninterrupted and constant voltage power to be provided, this very most important matter is now 

under improvement through available technologies in the field. 

  

 Steps taken to secure constant power supply  

HEPP along with additional governmental involvement has implemented several techniques in 

improving service providence and reducing and even diminishing power outages. Day light saving plan 

DLSP has somewhat been effective however has not been a major solution to the existing problems. 
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Although this project in the United States has been successful, in Iran is lacking popularity and has not 

been as effective. Major reasons are outlined as; lack of sufficient channels of public education 

providence, lack of effective operational management precision in power reduction in most unneeded 

areas, non existence of proper isolation system to prevent air conditioned air from exiting the premises 

and hence additional saves on the power, and simply non considerations of cultural religious issues. 

Religious and cultural issues can include the month of Ramadhan where Muslims wake up at midnights 

to have a breakfast and prepare for their daily down hours prayers and start their fasting. This matter 

relates to their additional usages of power during the least expected usage time. Throughout the year, all 

practical Muslims practice early morning prayers, lunch time and sunset time as well as night time 

prayers. It is worth mentioning that city of Yazd is located in a desert area of Iran where climate is 

usually hot and humid hence the need for air conditions almost in every house is needed and of course 

their lack of proper housing isolation systems aids in additional power waste.  

HEPP has implemented additional power purchasing options, use of wind energy, and the follow up 

with Iranian government in development of nuclear energy for electrical use.   

 

 Financial management optimization strategy   

One of the major weaknesses of the HEPP of Yazd  revealed by this study is the perceived lack of 

suitable financial management system. Like uncertainty of prime cost of organization’s systems, absence 

of suitable budgeting, absence of effectual management on physical assets. The main reason of these 

weaknesses is the non existence of favorable financial information system. Besides the existence of 

environmental threats like entrance of private sector into power industry and nationalized pricing of 

services can make the prime cost determination even more important. 

The implementation of this strategy helps to determine the prime costs of services as well as identifying 

the essentials affecting factors on the prime cost and providing the opportunity to drop off the prime 

cost. 

 

Additional steps will be taken in fixing the price and in case of governmental involvement to change the 

price, government should adjust the new price by either cutting their taxes to the organization or 

accepting to pay the substituted fees to balance the organization’s present income.  A mandate to request 

such governmental assistance is underway by the board of directors to be sent to Iran’s Ministry of 

Energy.  As the Iranian government is in the pursuit of safe nuclear energy for electrical uses, this new 
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energy will better be available for the public with much lower costs. In such a case government may 

decide to nationalize the HEPP or similar organizations to save them from bankruptcy or similar issues. 

In case of nuclear energy introduction, although hydro electric production may no longer be required, 

HEPP can still play a major role in distribution and follow up services to public 

The strategic planning is very important for every organization and if it is not done in a proper way 

would lead the company in a wrong direction. On the other hand, although Strategic Planning is vital for 

every organization the implementation of the Plan is even more important as it is evident in this research 

the Strategic Planning seemed grate but when it came to practice it failed. There could be other reasons 

which were not mentioned by the interviewees. 

 

5.2. Theoretical implications 
This paper is more focused on the model which is being used in Iranian organizations and the process of 

strategic planning. The factors which are taken into consideration are highlighted and show the 

importance of strategic planning. In the examination of models and the strategic planning stages the 

findings are supported by literature review hat, and as a result it is pointed hat sometimes the plan is 

very perfect but it never comes to the action, the example of DLSP shows the mentioned point.    

 

5.3. Practical implications 
From the practical point of view this research aims to researchers and students who are interested in 

understanding of strategic planning in practice. It is helpful material for strategic planner since it is real 

plan and the process is very clear. The examination of SWOT analysis, which is being studied as one of 

the main factor in project management and project planning field, is completely explained.  

 

5.4. Limitations 
The researcher needs to mention that most resources used for this study were in Persian language and 

hence their page numbers may be different than their equivalent English language texts. Long distance 

studies of this project have caused some additional limitations and hence a question based study has 

helped in developing this research.   It is worthwhile mentioning at this point that Iranian Organizations 

mostly follow traditional business styles and hence development and study on project management is not 

a familiar concept to most of directors. 
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The most important limitation that researcher faced with was the limited access to organizational data. 

The main concern of the researcher was to see why the DLSP was not successful, but when she tried to 

find out the reason she faced lots of barriers. For example the employees or managers never mentioned 

the exact reason and they were very conservative to answer the questions. They would just say that it 

was no doable but never clarified the reason. Researcher tried to ask them more detailed question in 

order to fine more focused answer and they did not mentioned something more than the mentioned 

points in the conclusion part.  

  

5.5. Recommendations 
In order to gain optimal usage from this research some suggestions are proposed for Formulation of 

strategic planning for HEPP hydro electric power supplying organization of Yazd Province research 

continuance. 

 

6-5-1 According to which model HEPP or any Power Supply Organization can formulate and 

continually strategic planning? What system is required to control every stage of plan to make 

sure of fulfilling the organization’s goals? Strategic planning in an organization is not just for a 

specific condition and should be considered for a long term. Therefore it is essential that strategies and 

operational planning be reviewed in different circumstances and the required change be done concerning 

different internal and external changes. Accordingly it is suggested that the operational committee be 

deployed in the organization as a permanent committee with the formal members including executive, 

directorate, high level managers and external consultant. 

 

   6-5-2 Does assessment of manager’s function based on fulfillment of operational planning can 

guaranty the success of the strategic planning in HEPP? What are the other important factors 

which has a huge impact on success of the Plan?  : Whereas in modern strategic planning, different 

units identify their annual quantitative objectives, managers could be assessed according to 

accomplished goals but some times although they do their duty very well the plan fails there should be 

different reason such as non existence of training system not only for personnel but for the public as 

well.                                                                                                                                                                 
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Appendix A: 
Questionnaire for administrators  
Dear Administrator 
The following questionnaire is designed for identification and determination of long term goals of the 
Hydro Electric Power Supplying Organization. Pleas state the organization’s objective for each part and 
rank the level of importance for each objective from 10 (highest) to 1 (lowest importance). 
1. What are the overall goals of the organization concerning society and public awareness? 
#                                                                                     Level of importance: 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
2. What are the goals concerning service provision to the costumers of the organization? 
#                                                                                     Level of importance: 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
3. What are goals concerning comparability, compatibility & market forefront uniqueness of this 
organization? 
#                                                                                     Level of importance: 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
4. What are the internal administrations & result oriented goals within the organization? 
#                                                                                     Level of importance: 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
5. What are the standards for employees’ wellness programs that are included in the long term 
goals? 
#                                                                                     Level of importance: 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
#                                                                                     Level of importance 
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Appendix B. 
Questionnaire for stakeholders  
Dear administrator  
This questionnaire is designed for identification and analysis of organization’s stakeholders.  Pleas 
answer to the following questions and rank their level of importance between number 10 for the most 
important and 1 for the least important. You can add any further comments by way of explanation on the 
back of this paper. 
  
A: Internal stakeholders  

 
Stakehol
der 

 
Stakeholder’s 
level of 
importance 
 
 

 
Stakeholder’s 
criteria for 
assessment the 
organization 

 
Criteria’s 
level of 
importance 

Current organization’s operation concerning the criteria 

 
Very 
Weak 

 
weak 

 
moderat
e 

 
Good 

 
Excellent 

 
 

  #        
#        
#        
#        
#        

 
 
 
 
 
 

 #        
#        
#        
#        

#        
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A: External stakeholders 

  

 

Stakeholder 

 

Stakeholder’s 

level of 

importance 

 

 

 

Stakeholder’s 

criteria for 

assessment the 

organization 

 

Criteria’s level 

of importance 

Current organization’s operation concerning the 

criteria 

 

Very 

Weak 

 

weak 

 

Moderate 

 

good 

 

Excellent 

  #        

#        

#        

#        

#        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 #        

#        

#        

#        

#        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 #        

#        

#        

#        

#        
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Appendix C: 

Questionnaire for external factors  

Dear Administrator this questionnaire is designed for identification of organization’s external 

opportunities and threats. Please choose one of the options and define the impact of each factor on the 

organization, and rank them between very effective and very weak. 

 

 

A: Political factors 

 

 

Opportunity 

 

 

Threat 

 

 

Inapplicable 

 

 

Very 

effective 

 

 

Effective 

 

 

Middle

 

 

Weak 

 

 

Very 

weak 

 

 Government’s 

point of view to 

privatizing 

        

 Taxation 

policies 

        

 Environment 

preservation policies 

        

 Governmental 

subsidization 

        

 Iran and other 

country’s economical 

relationship  

        

 Import and 

export policies 

        

 Product’s 

pricing policies 

        

 Power 

industry’s misuse 

policies 

        

 Customer’s 

supporting policies  
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 Political 

stability of Iran 

        

          

          

          

          

 

 

 

 
 

 

B: Economical factors 

 

 

Opportunity 

 

 

Threat 

 

 

Inapplicable 

 

 

Very 

effective 

 

 

Effective 

 

 

Middle 

 

 

Weak 

 

 

 Allocated budget to 

Power industry 

        

 Public’s financial 

capability  

        

 Income differences 

between different regions  

        

 Manager’s ability for 

proper power usage 

        

 Embargo of Iran by 

USA 

        

 Making Power market 

and exporting power. 
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C: Geographic 

and social  

factors 

 

 

Oppor

tunity 

 

 

Threat 

 

 

Inapplicable 

 

 

Very 

effective 

 

 

Effective 

 

 

Middle 

 

 

Weak 

 

 

Very 

weak 

 

Rate of public 
growth 

        

Rate of village 
migration to major 
cities  

        

Cultural issues 
relating to demand 
(Ramadhan etc) 

        

Respect to work 
ethic 

        

View to Power 
saving  

        

Public’s 
geographical 
distribution 

        

Unexpected events         

Public diffuseness         

Experts 
availability 

        

Inexpensive labour 
availability 

        

 Unemployment 
Rate 
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D: Technological  factors  

Opportunity 

 

 

Threat 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

No 

 

Speed of technological changes       

Access to new technologies       

Access to experts for technological 
development 

     

Government’s financial potential for costs 
of new technologies  

     

Ability to  technological naturalization       

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

 

 

 

 

E: Competitor factors 

 

 

Opportunity 

 

 

Threat 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

No 

 

 

According to governmental low is there any 
possibility for competitor to enter into the 
Power industry? 

     

Is there any need for huge investment to 
enter to the power industry? 

     

Is the pricing of the power according to the 
prime cost of product? 
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F:  Relevant factors to costumers  

Opportunity 

 

Threat 

 

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

 

Can the costumers of the power industry 
impose their standards on the organization? 

     

Are the costumers of Power industry, 
determinative of services prime cost? 

     

Does the Power industry consider its 
stakeholder’s position on the pricing of its 
services? 

     

      

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

G:  Relevant factors to substitute 

services 

 

 

Opportunity 

 

 

Threat 

 

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

Is there any substitute energy for the Power 
industry? 

     

Is the usage of substitute energies 
economical? 

     

Is the Yazd province capable to promote the 
usage of new energies? 
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H:  Relevant factors to suppliers and sale 

people 

 

 

Opportunity 

 

 

Threat 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

No 

 

 

Are the elements which are used for Power 

distribution made in Iran? 

     

Are the most needed elements which are used for 
power distribution made inside the province?  

     

Is the using technology in the organization, 
internal? 

     

Does the purchasing from internal companies 
influence on the on the prime cost of services? 

     

Does the purchasing from foreign company 
influence on the prime cost of products?   

     

Does the company have the capability to purchase 
the new technology from overseas?   

     

Can the provided services compete with foreign 
substitutes?  
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Appendix D 

Interview Questions: 
Following questions were interviewed over the phone and transcript of responses were noted an 

analyzed by the researcher.  Three major interviews were conducted from the departments of Public 

Relations, Operation Management & the President of Board of Directors. With the permission of the 

interviewees, their names are mentioned below. 

Following are the particular questions responded by selective interviewees. (With respect to 

DLSP)  

4. Major goals “considering society”.  

5. Major goals considering “customer services”.  

6. Major goals considering competitive market.  

7. Major goals considering organization’s “internal operation”.  

8. Major goals considering “employee’s satisfaction and welfare in long term.”  

 

Following are the questions responded by all interviewees. 

 “What are the mission and objectives of the organization?” 

 “What is the direction of the organization right now?” 

 “What are the characteristics of the organization’s surrounding environment?” 

 “What needs to be done to achieve organization’s goals with respect to DLSP?” 

 “Why the DLSP discontinued?”  

 “What was the main reason of stopping the plan?” 

 “Why the users could not accept the rules?”   
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